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New Adaptive Partial Distortion Search Using
Clustered Pixel Matching Error Characteristic
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Abstract—In order to reduce the computation load, many
conventional fast block-matching algorithms have been devel-
oped to reduce the set of possible searching points in the search
window. All of these algorithms produce some quality degra-
dation of a predicted image. Alternatively, another kind of fast
block-matching algorithms which do not introduce any prediction
error as compared with the full-search algorithm is to reduce the
number of necessary matching evaluations for every searching
point in the search window. The partial distortion search (PDS) is
a well-known technique of the second kind of algorithms. In the
literature, many researches tried to improve both lossy and loss-
less block-matching algorithms by making use of an assumption
that pixels with larger gradient magnitudes have larger matching
errors on average. Based on a simple analysis, it is found that,
on average, pixel matching errors with similar magnitudes tend
to appear in clusters for natural video sequences. By using this
clustering characteristic, we propose an adaptive PDS algorithm
which significantly improves the computation efficiency of the
original PDS. This approach is much better than other algorithms
which make use of the pixel gradients. Furthermore, the proposed
algorithm is most suitable for motion estimation of both opaque
and boundary macroblocks of an arbitrary-shaped object in
MPEG-4 coding.
Index Terms—Motion estimation, partial distortion search
(PDS), video coding.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE BLOCK-BASED motion compensation technique hasbeen widely used in many modern video-coding standards
[1], [2]. It is used to reduce the redundancy between successive
frames in a video. In these video-coding schemes, a frame is di-
vided into a number of nonoverlapping macroblocks (MBs). By
the block-based motion compensation technique, the values of
pixels in a MB in the current frame are predicted from another
MB of pixels in a reference frame. The displacement between
these two MBs is defined as a motion vector. A motion estima-
tion process in a video encoder computes this motion vector. The
motion vector and the prediction residual errors are then coded
in a bitstream and transmitted to a decoder.
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The motion estimation process is to obtain a motion vector
for a target macroblock by using the block matching technique,
which minimizes a measure of matching distortion between the
target MB in the current frame and a candidate MB within a
search window in a reference frame. The displacement between
the candidate MB with the smallest distortion and the target MB
will be selected as the resulting motion vector. One of the most
frequently used criteria to measure the matching distortion is the
sum of absolute difference (SAD). The SAD between a target
MB at position in the current frame, , and a candidate
MB at position ( , ), in the reference frame, , is
defined as follows:
(1)
where is size of a block and is equal to 16 for our
consideration; and represent pixels intensity in
the current frame and the reference frame, respectively.
The simplest block matching motion estimation algorithm is
the full search algorithm (FSA). This algorithm can give an op-
timal solution by exhaustively searching all possible locations
within a search window. The resulting best motion vector
is
(2)
where is a set of all possible
locations in a search window and is the maximum possible
displacement of the motion vector . However, this algo-
rithm suffers from heavy computational load. In order to resolve
this difficulty, many fast search algorithms have been developed
in the past.
The fast search algorithms can be classified into four cate-
gories. 1) In the first category, the fast search algorithms seek
for a way to select a subset of the candidate MB in to re-
duce the computational time [3]–[5]. This is most challenging
part of these algorithms. Because these algorithms can easily be
trapped into local minima, degradation in predicted images is an
inevitable result on average. Many researchers select an initial
searching point by studying the motion field to reduce the prob-
ability of being trapped into local minima. Another approach is
to find a good initial point which is an hierarchical or multireso-
lution technique [6], [7]. 2) Algorithms in this category use a re-
duced complexity distortion measure to save computation, such
as pixel decimation [8]–[10] and partial distortion (PDS) tech-
niques [11], [12]. The pixel decimation technique [8] subsam-
ples the pixels in the target MB and the candidate MBs. Hence,
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the computation for each SAD can be reduced. The PDS [11] re-
duces the computation complexity by terminating the SAD cal-
culation early when it finds that a partial SAD is already greater
than the minimum SAD encountered so far in the searching.
In general, the PDS is regarded as a fast full search algorithm
because it has identical prediction quality as that of the FSA.
3) Algorithms in the third category make use of mathematical
inequalities to reduce the computational load; this includes the
successive elimination algorithm (SEA) [13]. By making use of
the Minkowski’s inequality, the SEA eliminates an impossible
candidates MB without calculating the SAD. 4) The fourth cat-
egory is to use a combination of the above techniques to further
improve the coding efficiency, [14] and [15].
In this paper, we suggest further techniques to improve the
searching efficiency of the PDS. Its efficiency also comes from
an early termination of the partial SAD. Let us define a gener-
alized form of the partial SAD as follows:
(3)
where is an index
set of all pixels in a MB, and which specifies the
number of elements for producing the sum of errors for a partial
SAD. For a given , there are pixels to be accumu-
lated to SAD . The index set determines the coordinates and or-
ders of the pixel matching errors to be accumulated to the SAD .
One simple idea to improve the PDS is to design an adaptive
index set such that a pixel with greater matching error is firstly
computed, and this error is accumulated to the SAD earlier than
other pixels. As a result, the SAD calculation can be terminated
sooner. In the literature, many researches [16], [17] indicated
that pixels with larger gradient magnitudes have larger matching
errors on average. They made use of this hypothesis to develop
their searching algorithms. An approach is to make use of rep-
resentative pixels and adaptive matching scan PDS (AMS-PDS)
[16] to determine the index set by sorting the gradient magni-
tude of rows or columns in the target MB of the current frame
in descending order. As a result, pixels of a row or column with
greater gradient magnitudes will be used to calculate the SAD
prior to other rows or columns in the MB. However, it can be
shown that pixel matching errors with similar magnitudes tend
to appear in clusters in natural video sequences. This character-
istic is illustrated in Fig. 3 and discussed in the next Section.
In this paper, we propose an adaptive partial distortion search
algorithm by using the characteristics of these clustered pixel
matching errors. This approach is significantly more efficient as
compared to algorithms which make use of pixel gradient prop-
erties in an adaptive partial distortion search.
In the rest of this paper, we first explain and illustrate the
characteristics of the pixel errors that tend to form clusters in
Section II. Section III applies these characteristics to develop a
new clustered pixel matching error for adaptive partial distor-
tion search algorithm (CPME-PDS). In Section III-A, we estab-
lish an analysis to determine an adaptive index set required for
the CPME-PDS. Then, our proposed CPME-PDS is described
in details in Section III-B. It is unavoidable to have a certain
Fig. 1. (a) Matching of a 1-D target MB within a 1-D search window.
(b) Corresponding pixel matching error of the target MB at the current position.
amount of overheads for the establishment of the adaptive index
set. These overheads are described in Section III-C. Section IV
gives the details of our experiments and results. In order to
compare the performance of the adaptive PDS based on the
cluster pixel matching error characteristic and based on the pixel
gradient characteristic, we have also designed another adaptive
PDS, the pixel gradient-based adaptive partial distortion search
algorithm (PG-PDS). The details of the PG-PDS are described
in Section IV-A. Section IV-B presents the results and analysis
of the CPME-PDS comparing to other fast algorithms including
the PG-PDS. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. CHARACTERISTIC OF CPME
The major idea of our proposed CPME-PDS is to design an
adaptive index set such that a pixel with greater matching error
can be accumulated to the SAD sooner than other pixels ac-
cording to the order indicated by the index set.
For this reason, it is necessary for us to investigate possible
spatial distributions of pixel matching errors in a MB. We have
found that errors with similar magnitude tend to appear together
in clusters. It is because natural images are dominated by low-
frequency components. The matching errors of low-frequency
regions between a target MB and a candidate MB have similar
magnitudes and are partitioned by edge pixels of these two MBs.
This phenomenon is demonstrated in Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a) depicts the
matching of a one-dimensional (1-D) target MB (thick contin-
uous line) within a 1-D search window (thin dotted line). The
corresponding pixel matching errors appear in a cluster form as
shown in Fig. 1(b).
Edges are the most prominent feature in image processing.
They are also frequently used to predict pixel matching errors in
motion estimation. The prediction is accurate especially near a
minimum distortion position. Fig. 2(b) shows that locations with
large pixel matching errors (the hatched region) can be detected
by using pixel gradients when the target MB is located near a
good candidate MB. However, the result is not good enough in
general. In Fig. 1(b), only pixel matching errors in the hatched
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Fig. 2. (a) Matching of a 1-D target MB within a 1-D search window near
a minimum distortion location. (b) Corresponding pixel matching error of the
target MB at the current position.
region are found, while matching errors outside the hatched re-
gion are underestimated. Fig. 3(a) and (b) are examples of pre-
diction errors in two motion compensated MBs, which are ex-
tracted from the sequence “Football” and video object “Gold-
fish,” respectively. These examples demonstrate the clustered
prediction errors during motion estimation.
According to the above analysis, we can predict that clus-
tered pixel matching error characteristic can be used to achieve
greater advantage in an adaptive partial distortion search.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
A. Determination of an Adaptive Index Set
For a given target MB, the positions of pixels are represented
by an index set , where is
the number of pixels in a MB. For a single pixel at ,
, its matching error is , where
is a random variable which represents the pixel value at
of a candidate MB. In the following discussion, the notation
for properties relating to the pixel at is indicated by the ar-
gument , and the MB location and motion vector
are dropped for simplicity. Hence, the pixel matching errors are
represented by
(4)
To improve the saving in computation of a PDS, pixel matching
errors with an ideal index set must have the following relation:
To fulfill the above objective, we have to predict the pixel
matching error of each at location . Hence, the expected
values of must fulfill the following criterion:
(5)
Let us define , where is a reference
value to be used to obtain the predicted pixel matching errors.
Fig. 3. Examples of clustering errors in a motion compensated prediction MB
of (a) the sequences “Football” and (b) the video object “Goldfish.”
One possible solution of is to minimize the expected value of
the sum of squares of the differences between and ,
i.e.
In solving this equation, we have
(6)
By substituting into (6), finally, we have
a cubic equation
(7)
where , and
The roots of the cubic equation are either all reals or one real
and two complex conjugates which depend on the discriminant
of the equation. We look for real roots for (7), such that can be
practically useful. Let us assume that natural images are domi-
nated by low-frequency components. Hence, let
and
These are valid only if the image frame under question consists
mainly low requencies and the standard deviation of is
small enough. As a result, it gives
(8)
The first approximated root is the mean of pixel values in
the target MB. To use this mean as the reference value it al-
ready gives a better computational saving when comparing to
the PG-PDS, for which we proposed it as a comparison. Intu-
itively, is a function of pixel values in a candidate MB, i.e.
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. The other roots can also be obtained
by the following approximation:
It indicates that this solution is an approximation of the mean
of pixel values in a candidate MB. Note that our assumption
is not always true. However, a shifting of would not affect
the criterion in (5) dramatically. In fact, the solution of
can also be obtained directly by minimizing the equation
. Hence, this result is used to deter-
mine an adaptive index set for the CPME-PDS.
B. CPME-PDS
There is another factor which affects the ability of a PDS to
reject impossible candidates. The earlier the global minimum
is met in a search, the earlier the PDS can terminate a partial
SAD to reject the candidates. To achieve this purpose, we use
two strategies as shown below.
1) The outward spiral scanning is used to exploit the center-
biased motion vector distribution characteristics of the
real-world video sequence [18].
2) The correlation in the motion field is exploited by using
a median predictor of three adjacent blocks (left, top,
and top right blocks) to the current position as the initial
searching point of the spiral scanning. We have used the
median predictor described in [19].
According to the above considerations and our analytical re-
sults, we suggest to use the mean of pixel values in the candidate
MB of the initial searching point to compute the reference value
because we can assume that
where = the median predictor. The expected pixel
matching error of each pixel in the target MB is cal-
culated with . The required adaptive index set is given by
sorting in descending order. The partial SAD in (3) is
calculated with during the searching in an outward spiral scan-
ning. The CPME-PDS approach can be summarized as follows.
CPME-PDS:
Note that all division operations in the following
description are integer division with truncation to-
ward zero for the sake of lower complexity.
Step 1) Determine the median predictor of the
three adjacent blocks.
Step 2) Calculate the reference value with the median
predictor
(9)
Step 3) Initialize an index set
which represents all pixels of
the target MB.
Step 4) Calculate the expected absolute pixel matching
error of each pixel in the target MB
(10)
Step 5) Rearrange the order of set to obtain an adaptive
index set by sorting the expected absolute pixel
matching error in descending order, such
that
The corresponding to the order of the sorted
index set has the following feature
Step 6) Apply the adaptive index set to calculate the par-
tial SAD in (3) during the searching in an outward
spiral scanning.
Note that the adaptive index set is established on a pixel-based
approach. It is straightforward to modify the above procedure
for the boundary macroblocks of an arbitrary shaped video ob-
ject (VO) in MPEG-4 [19]. First, the reference value is cal-
culated after that the repetitive padding is applied to a reference
video object plane (VOP). It is only necessary to compute the
expected pixel matching error for opaque pixels in the
case of a boundary MB. For an index set, is equal to the
number of pixels in a MB, such that for an opaque MB,
while =number of opaque pixels in a boundary MB. Second,
the partial SAD in (3) is rewritten as
(11)
where integer division of with
truncation toward zero
and
is the set of Natural Numbers
The design of our algorithm depends upon the clustering
properties of the pixel matching errors. Hence, the approach
is general and it is expected to be useful for both software or
hardware realization. Let us consider that for example, most
computer architectures tend to be in favor of regular memory
pattern access and execution [20]. It is true for the modern
Intel processors, say for example, which provide multimedia
extensions (MMX), streaming single-instruction multiple data
extensions (SSE), and SSE2 technologies. These technologies
offer a set of instructions for handling a large quantity of data
in parallel efficiently. The MMX and SSE instruction set can
compare eight bytes or eight pixel values from each of two
blocks with a single instruction, thus accelerating the program
by almost a factor of four or eight. The SSE2 instruction set
can operate data with 16 pixels at one time effectively.
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In order to make use of the advantage of clustering character-
istic, we may also arrange to sort pixels row by row in a block
for SAD accumulation. By using an identical reference value,
, we can calculate the expected absolute pixel error of a row
of 16 pixels as follows, to determine the accumulating order
(12)
Because these instructions demand an increase in memory band-
width, we have simulated three different situations to evaluate
their performances, i.e.,, sorting a row of 4, 8, and 16 consecu-
tive pixels in a block designated as CPME-PDS , CPME-PDS ,
and CPME-PDS , respectively.
C. Analysis of the Overhead
From the above description, it is shown that the additional
computation introduced by the CPME-PDS is the process to
construct the adaptive index set for each target MB in the cur-
rent frame or VOP.
The calculation of the reference value , as shown in (9),
requires 255 additions and one division. For each opaque pixel,
(10) shows that each expected absolute pixel matching error
needs one absolute operation and one subtraction.
Hence, absolute operations and subtractions are required
for the calculation of for each target MB. In the case
of a boundary MB, 256 additional checkings are needed to
ensure that only the opaque pixels are involved. To obtain the
final adaptive index set , a sorting process is required in step
5) of Section III-B. Because the values of are integers
ranging from 0 to 255, the counting sort [21] which has the
complexity of is the most appropriate sorting algorithm
in this situation. In general, it requires increment/decre-
ment operations and additions, where is the largest
integer in the data set being sorted. For a boundary MB, (11)
shows that the formulation of SAD is different from that of an
opaque MB. As shown in (11), the computation of involves
one division, and the computation of when needs one
multiplication and subtraction.
Note that all multiplications and divisions mentioned above
can be implemented with simple bitwise shift operations. In our
analysis, however, each multiplication or division is counted and
assumed to be equivalent to eight additions for simplicity.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In Section III, we have proposed the CPME-PDS which
makes use of the characteristics of clustered pixel matching
errors to improve the searching efficiency of the conventional
PDS. In this section, let us modify the adaptive PDS to become
PG-PDS in order to compare saving in computation. A large
amount of experimental work has been done. We describe
the PG-PDS in brief in the next part. Approaches using rep-
resentative pixels and AMS-PDS [16], conventional PDS,
PG-PDS, and SEA [13] were also implemented for the sake of
comparison.
A. PG-PDS
In the PG-PDS, an adaptive index set is obtained based
on the magnitude of individual pixel gradient.
For each pixel in an opaque MB, let us express the magnitudes
of directional gradients, , and directional gradients as
where
where (13)
There are gradient values for each direction.
Hence, totally 480 gradient magnitudes need to be found for an
opaque MB. These magnitudes are sorted in descending order
with a counting sort. The is then established by extracting
the pixel’s position according to the order of the sorted gradient
magnitudes. Obviously, each pixel must appear only once in
. A proper checking procedure is needed to prevent double
extraction of a pixel, because each pixel involves two directional
gradient magnitudes. The adaptive index set is applied for
the calculation of the partial SAD in (3) during the search in an
outward spiral scanning.
There are some differences in the implementation of a
boundary MB and an opaque MB. The total number of gradient
magnitudes in a boundary MB depends on the number of
opaque pixels and the shape in the MB. In calculating (13), if
one of the involved pixel is a transparent pixel, the mag-
nitude of the corresponding gradient is regarded as zero. We
have also used pixel gradients in a row to perform row-based
sorting for comparison. Similar to the CPME-PDS, the average
gradient of a row with 4, 8, and 16 consecutive pixels in a block
has been used to determine the accumulating order of different
rows in a SAD .
B. Experimental Results and Discussion
The analytical result in Section III suggests that two mean
values can be used as the reference value, , in the CPME-PDS.
These are the mean of pixel values in the target MB, , and the
mean of pixel values in the candidate MB of the initial searching
point . In addition to these two mean values, we can also
choose a third candidate because we assume that
is a random variable which represents the pixel values in a MB
and .
Table I compares the computational load of the CPME-PDS
with these three reference values. The results show that all three
values can successfully improve the efficiency of the conven-
tional PDS. Among these three values, provides the least
computational load. Hence, it confirms our suggestion that the
mean of pixel values in the candidate MB of the initial searching
point is used as the reference value in the CPME-PDS.
To evaluate the performance of the CPME-PDS, we imple-
mented six algorithms: 1) the FSA, 2) the conventional PDS, 3)
the representative pixels and AMS-PDS, 4) the PG-PDS, 5) the
SEA, and 6) the proposed CPME-PDS. The outward spiral scan
was applied to all six algorithms to exploit the center-biased
motion vector distribution characteristics. In addition, a median
predictor was used as an initial searching centre to exploit the
correlation in the motion field for all tested algorithms. The SEA
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGE NUMBERS OF OPERATIONS PER MB
OF THE CPME-PDS FOR DIFFERENT REFERENCE VALUES,m
uses the norm of each search point to speed up the processing.
The norm of each search point is calculated for frame-based se-
quences and opaque MBs of a video object by using a recursive
method suggested in [13]. However, the recursive technique is
not suitable for boundary MB of an arbitrarily shaped object. We
need to calculate each norm during the search and the required
operations are counted as computational load for searching in
the realization. Hence, it is seen that the SEA may require much
computation for the motion estimation of arbitrarily shaped ob-
jects in MPEG-4. Because AMS-PDS is an algorithm devel-
oped only suitable for block-based motion estimation, exper-
iments which involved arbitrary shaped video objects did not
include AMS-PDS. The computational efficiency of the algo-
rithms has been assessed in terms of the number of operations
required for the searching. Each addition, subtraction, absolute
or checking operation mentioned above was considered as one
operation. Each multiplication or division was considered to
be equivalent to eight additions for simplicity. All these oper-
ations were counted in runtime during the experiments. More-
over, nonuniform memory access is the major disadvantage of
these adaptive PDS algorithms. To evaluate the practical perfor-
mance, we have also measured the execution time for motion
estimation including the required overheads of all tested algo-
rithms for comparison. We performed the experimental work
on a standard desktop computer. The configuration of the plat-
form was Intel P-III 600 MHz desktop PC with 256 M RAM
and Windows 2000.
We used a large variety of video sequences and video ob-
jects for the evaluation. Sequences “Football,” “Table Tennis,”
“Stefan,” “Salesman,” “Foreman,” “Grand Mother,” “Suzie,”
and “Trevor” were used as test sequences, while “News,”
“Children,” “Bream,” and “Goldfish” were used to test arbitrary
shaped video objects. The format of the above video sequences
and video objects are summarized in Table II.
TABLE II
FORMAT OF THE TESTED VIDEO SEQUENCES AND VIDEO OBJECTS
According to the analysis in Section II, we have shown that
the prediction of pixel matching errors based on pixel gradients
is only accurate near a minimum distortion position. Results in
Figs. 4 and 5 justify our analysis. These figures show the av-
erage numbers of operations with different distances from the
centre of a search window for the tested algorithms. The average
number of operations at distance, , is obtained by the equation
shown at the bottom of the page. For our initial analysis, we
just counted the number of operations for the realization. All
overheads, such as the time for memory access, etc., were not
considered, since these overheads are usually machine depen-
dent. Two typical results of the selected sequences, including
the “Table Tennis” and “Bream,” are provided in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5, respectively. In these figures, algorithms with the least
number of operations per search point at a specified distance,
, are shaded in grey. These results confirm our prediction that
PG-PDS has a better ability to save computation when a search
point is near the minimum distortion position. When the search
point location is extended, the performance of CPME-PDS over-
rides that of PG-PDS. For the “Grand Mother” sequence, how-
ever, the SEA provides the best efficiency when the search dis-
tance is greater than six. Table III summarizes the results of all
tested sequences. Entries in Table III give the search distances
in which the corresponding algorithms have the least numbers
of operations. On the whole, we can see that our approach (the
CPME-PDS) always provides the largest range of search dis-
tance to have the best performance. This is particular true for ob-
ject-based sequences and sequences with high-motion activities.
Average number
of operations
at distance
Number of operations
to calculate
Number of operations
to calculate
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Fig. 4. Comparison between the computational saving capability of the tested
algorithms at different distances from the centre of a search window for “Table
Tennis.”
Fig. 5. Comparison of the computational saving capability of the tested
algorithms at different distances from the centre of a search window for
“Bream.”
TABLE III
SUMMARY OF THE COMPUTATIONAL SAVING ABILITY OF THE TESTED
ALGORITHMS FOR DIFFERENT SEQUENCES. THE ENTRIES INDICATE THE
SEARCH DISTANCE AT WHICH THE CORRESPONDING ALGORITHMS
REQUIRE THE LEAST NUMBER OF OPERATIONS
TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF THE OVERHEADS FOR DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS IN TERMS
OF THE AVERAGE NUMBERS OF OPERATIONS PER MACROBLOCK
TABLE V
SUMMARY OF THE COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCIES IN TERMS OF OPERATIONS
OF THE TESTED ALGORITHMS FOR DIFFERENT SEQUENCES. THE FIGURES
INDICATE THE SIZES OF SEARCH WINDOW IN WHICH THE CORRESPONDING
ALGORITHMS REQUIRE THE LEAST NUMBER OF OPERATIONS
On the other hand, the PG-PDS gives the largest computational
saving among all tested algorithms with a short search distance,
ranging from 0 to 4 on average. Furthermore, the SEA has the
best performance for sequences related to video conferencing
when the search distance is large enough. The number of opera-
tions of the AMS-PDS is about 4% on average smaller than that
of the CPME-PDS for the sequence “Suzie” when the search
range is smaller than 4. For the “Grand Mother” and “Foreman”
sequences, the AMS-PDS is about 3% on average better than
that of the CPME-PDS within a search range of 2. For “Foot-
ball,” “Salesman” and “Stefan” sequences, the number of op-
erations of the AMS-PDS is about 2% smaller than that of the
CPME-PDS within a unit search range.
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TABLE VI
AVERAGE NUMBERS OF TOTAL OPERATIONS PER MB OF THE TESTED ALGORITHMS IN A
SEARCH WINDOW WITH A SEARCH RANGE EQUAL TO 15 (i.e.,  15  u, v  15)
Let us turn our attention to the overheads, such as sorting pro-
cesses, etc. Table IV lists the average numbers of operations of
these overheads for the tested algorithms. In Table V, we have
summarized the average number of total operations per search
point in a given search range (i.e., and ). In
this case, overheads are also included. In our implementation,
quick sort was used as the sorting approach for AMS-PDS. Its
complexity is , where is equal to 16 in the case of
the AMS-PDS algorithm. The selection of a sorting algorithm
affects seriously the performance of an adaptive PDS especially
if the search window is small. In order to prevent an underevalu-
ation of the AMS-PDS, the number of operations for its sorting
process was not counted and this assumption is made in all of
the latter discussion.
Table V summarizes the results of algorithms which require
the least number of operations with the indicated search range.
Generally speaking, CPME-PDS gives the best performance in
a search range within 2 to 15 for nearly all sequences. The SEA
achieves the best efficiency within a search range from 10 to
15 and 15 for the “Grand mother” and “Suzie” sequences, re-
spectively. It is interesting to point out that the PG-PDS offered
the best efficiency in the middle search range, within 4 to 8,
for the sequence “Foreman.” In Table III, we can see that the
PG-PDS gives the best computational saving for equal to 0 to
5 in “Foreman,” but it requires the largest overheads as shown
in Table IV. Hence, it needs more computational saving to out-
perform other algorithms, the situation of which is reflected
in the table. The efficiency of CPME-PDS outperforms that of
PG-PDS when the search range is extended sufficiently. In terms
of the total number of required operations, we have found that
the performance of the PG-PDS is about 1.7% better than the
CPME-PDS for only one sequence (the “Foreman” sequence)
in the medium search range.
Table VI demonstrates a comparison between the computa-
tional efficiency of the tested algorithms in a search window of
15 (i.e., , ). The computational efficiency was
compared in terms of the average number of operations per MB
and speedup ratios. It shows that our algorithm, CPME-PDS,
can successfully improve the computational efficiency of the
conventional PDS and is the best among all other adaptive PDSs.
In terms of speedup ratios, it can achieve a speedup ranging from
three to nine times of that of the FSA. The SEA gives a worse
performance as compared to our algorithm CPME-PDS for most
sequences, but achieves better efficiency for sequences on vide
conferencing, such as the “Grand mother” and “Suzie.”
Let us evaluate the execution time of all algorithms. The
evaluation takes into the account of both computation loads
of the algorithms and their overheads. This is, to some extent,
CPU dependent. Table VII and Table VIII compare the execu-
tion time per frame or per VOP of the algorithms with a search
range of 15. Table VII clearly shows that the improvements of
all PDS algorithms are reduced. On average, the speedup ratios
in terms of the number of operations are decreased by about
33%, 40%, 52%, and 48% for the PDS, AMS-PDS, PG-PDS,
and the CPME-PDS, respectively. The SEA is only degraded
by about 9%. This phenomenon is caused by two factors. The
first factor is that all adaptive PDS algorithms suffer from the
problem of nonuniform memory access. Among these three
adaptive PDS, the AMS-PDS has the minimum degradation
because it makes use of pixel gradients to determine the sorting
of rows or columns in a MB. When the column scanning is used
in AMS-PDS, nonuniform memory access problem is occurred.
On the other hand, during the process of row scanning in the
AMS-PDS algorithm, it accumulates pixel errors of consecutive
pixels in a row. In our experimental work, we used different
implementation techniques for these two situations, such that
the nonuniform access problem of AMS-PDS becomes less
severe. The second factor occurs in all PDS algorithms. The
pipeline structure of modern CPUs improves greatly the perfor-
mance of computing consecutive data. However, the pipeline
flow is interrupted when cache misses or exceptions occur. For
PDS, it suffers inherently from branch misprediction penalty;
say, for example, it happens in Intel CPUs. Except for the
“Table Tennis” sequence and the VOs, the SEA requires less
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TABLE VII
EXECUTION TIME (SECONDS) PER FRAME OR PER VOP OF THE TESTED ALGORITHMS
IN A SEARCH WINDOW WITH A SEARCH RANGE EQUAL TO 15 (i.e.,  15  u, v  15)
TABLE VIII
EXECUTION TIME (SECONDS) PER FRAME OR PER VOP OF THE ROW-BASED ADAPTIVE PDS ALGORITHMS
IN A SEARCH WINDOW WITH A SEARCH RANGE EQUAL TO 15 (i.e.,  15  u, v  15)
computational time as compared to that of the PDS, while the
SEA actually requires more operations. Even though the pres-
ence of these two drawbacks, our experimental results show
that the CPME-PDS gives the best performance for sequences
containing high-motion activities and the video objects.
In addition to the approach using pixel-based sorting, we
have also tested the row-based sorting approach for the adap-
tive PDS algorithms by making use of PG-PDS or clustering
characteristics (CPME-PDS). This is regarded as a compromise
between the sorting approach and the problem of nonuniform
memory access. This approach is not valid for other algorithms
in our discussion. Table VIII summarizes the performances
in terms of the execution time per frame or per VOP. The
number of consecutive pixels in a sorted row is indicated by the
subscript , such as PG-PDS and CPME-PDS . Note that after
this modification, the PG-PDS is very closed to the approach
of AMS-PDS. Comparing Table VIII with Table VII, it shows
that the row-based sorting can efficiently improve both PG-PDS
and CPME-PDS. It confirms that the approach using clustering
characteristics is more effective than the pixel gradient for
adaptive PDS technique. It gives better performance as com-
pared to the gradient-based approach for all tested sequences.
Table VII also indicates that the SEA can attain superior results
for video sequences on conferencing. Table VIII shows that
CPME-PDS is able to achieve the best performance for the
remaining sequences except the “Children,” for which the
pixel-based CPME-PDS gives the best computational time.
On average, the SEA and CPME-PDS provide 3.42 and 3.38
times speedup when comparing to the FSA. These experimental
results confirm that CPME-PDS is most suitable for motion
estimation of sequences containing high-motion activities and
arbitrarily shaped video objects.
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V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed an adaptive partial distortion search algo-
rithm entitled as the CPME-PDS. The algorithm makes use of
the phenomenon that pixel matching errors in a MB with sim-
ilar magnitude tend to appear together in a cluster in natural
video sequences. We have demonstrated that this is a popular
phenomenon for relatively large search windows. According to
this phenomenon, we have found that both mean of pixel values
in a target MB and mean of pixel values in a candidate MB are
good references to predict the magnitude of each pixel matching
error in the target MB. Hence, the mean of pixel values in the
initial candidate MB at the centre of a search window has been
used to calculate a reference value and to construct an adaptive
index set. As a result, the pixel matching error with larger mag-
nitude can be accumulated to the SAD sooner than others and
the SAD calculation can be terminated at an early stage. We have
evaluated the efficiency of the CPME-PDS in two measures, the
total number of operations and the execution time per frame or
per VOP in motion estimation.
In terms of the number of operations, our experimental re-
sults show that for a small maximum allowable search range,
such as or some cases of , the conventional PDS
is still the best algorithm due to the overheads of fast algorithms.
However, in a reasonably longer maximum allowable search
range, to , the computational efficiency of the
CPME-PDS outperforms other algorithms for coding sequences
with high-motion activities and arbitrarily shaped objects. In the
case of a large search window , our experimental re-
sults show that the CPME-PDS can have a speedup of three to
nine as compared with FSA, depending upon the contents of
the coded video sequences. Hence, the proposed CPME-PDS is
generally the best among all algorithms. The major advantages
of CPME-PDS are its high efficiency and conceptual simplicity.
Compared to other adaptive PDS, it requires less overheads.
When motion estimation time per frame or per VOP is
used for evaluation, the performance of CPME-PDS is de-
graded slightly due to the problem of nonuniform memory
access. Nevertheless, the CPME-PDS is still able to provide
the best efficiency for sequences with high-motion activities
and video object encoding. We have modified the CPME-PDS
into a row-based algorithm in order to remedy the nonuniform
memory access problem. For example, a row of four consec-
utive pixels with larger prediction errors is accumulated to
the SAD sooner than other rows. Experimental results show
that the conventional SEA provides a speedup of about 3.42
times when comparing to the FSA, and it performs the best
for video conferencing sequences. Meanwhile, our row-based
CPME-PDS, CPME-PDS can speed up the search for about
3.38 times as compared to the FSA on average, and, further-
more, the CPME-PDS outperforms all other tested algorithms
(including the SEA) for encoding sequences with high-motion
activities and arbitrarily shaped video objects.
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